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Artist Statement 
           My photography explores the processes of memory and identity. The series ‘Re-Figure’ is about displacement through time and memory; the relationship 
between the human body and the physical material world. In this body of work I intend to engage expressive, cultural, and conceptual qualities of color and form 
by using fabric and clothing as subject matter. Clothing itself conveys a slippery relationship between time and memory. Clothing becomes worn out, fades, 
wrinkles and holds the wearer’s body within the threads.  Clothing also expresses the differences between the public and private ways we inhabit it. Garments 
also speak to how we continuously fashion and refashion our identities, often archived photographically. This visual meditation on clothes and the body poses 
challenging and important questions about representations of women, especially myself. 
I feature myself in the frame, draped in fabrics harmonized with environments to examine and enact cultural camouflage. This strategy stems from 
my experiences as a Korean woman residing in the US for the past seven years. I use camera to examine how my own anonymous figure both visually 
conforms to American surroundings, but also conveys displacement. I express my sense of estrangement by shielding identifying features. This masking 
functions as a visual barrier that the viewer cannot penetrate. 
The colors of my shrouds respond to the palettes of the backdrops to communicate a will to connect with my newfound surroundings. 
Simultaneously, one can interpret or feel that these images communicate a denial of culture and the viewer, being consumed by patter or costume, a 
standoff between subject and surroundings or subject and viewers. Simply, these images function on multiple level of meaning. 
The passage, presence and anticipation of time are significant aspect of my work as well. The performance of wearing my grandmother’s clothes 
entails a journey to past, through the present, and toward the future. As this series features the physical relocation and dislocation of own body, it narrates 
a recovery and rebirth of memories: adopted friends, landscapes of my childhood, my mother’s mask, the remembrance of my grandmother… 
The newer work – as of yet untitled – touch upon decorative elements and visual pleasure in a way that the previous series Re-Figure didn’t. Re-
Figure appears more poetic, dark, interior and lonely. The new work may also be read in different ways but superficially – everything belongs. I become the 
other. I consume myself in the patterns of fabrics. 
I realized that using myself as both photographer and subject, I have been able to achieve a much more powerful and symbolic image then when I 
focused on others in an effort to represent the process of adoption, immigration, or the familial archive. Self-portraiture or using the self in one’s 
photographs has become a well-established and recognized form of art, but my images function beyond those strategies. My images are not self-portraits, 
nor are they dramatic scenes in which I am the protagonist. Rather, I am embodying my own identify and multicultural position, my departure and arrival, to 
symbolize the profoundly personal and unique experiences of relocation.
- Mijoo Kim, 2015  
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